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God’s love knows no barriers.  St. Pascal’s...where all people matter. 

And when evening came, the owner 
of  the vineyard said to his foreman, 
‘Call the laborers and pay them their 
wages, beginning with the last, up to 
the first.’ 

MATTHEW 20:8 



Dear Friends: 

I'm in the midst of reading a book right now titled, Polarization in the U.S. Catholic 

Church.  In one of the chapters an author made this statement:  "For the most part, 

compared to earlier Vatican II-oriented generations, the vast majority of Millennial 

Catholics simply do not care much about the Roman Catholic Church as an 

institution, its official policies and politics.  They are not generally hostile to the 

church, not antagonistic or fundamentally dissenting.  It is more a matter of general 

indifference."  The point is that in order to be polarized about an issue(s) one has to 

have some passion about it.  And in order to be passionate, one must first be 

convinced that religious ideas and practices affect people other than one's 

self.  Increasingly, claims this author, that doesn't seem to be the case among the 

youngest adults.  Religious squabbles about Catholic identity that have been fought 

for the past forty years or so just aren't very interesting to Millennials, who are 

content to let themselves and others believe whatever they may want to believe 

about God, faith, and church.  Whereas some Catholics stormed out of the church 

in anger and disillusion a couple of decades ago, today they just vanish into a sea of 

quiet detachment. 

I believe that this insight is an accurate one, with some notable exceptions--mostly 

with regard to younger people who are attracted to institutional religious life 

and church organizations...people like seminarians, priests, sisters, and lay Catholic 

professional ministers.  I recall seeing a sociological study a few years ago which 

noted that today's young adult Catholic professionals are more unlike everybody else 

in their own demographic cohort than at any previous time in U.S. Catholic 

history.  To say it another way, these young ministers are still trying to fight the 

religious culture wars of the 1970s-1990s, the ones waged by an older generation, 

while their peers mostly find those wars to be curiously boring and needless.  I can 

report that this is consistent with my personal ministerial experience, for whatever 

that's worth.  

Why does any of this matter?  Because our church is unlikely to excite a new 

generation of Catholics by insisting that they must come to specific conclusions for 

religious questions about which they don't care.  Many of our U.S. Catholic bishops 

should take note of this too, but have not yet.  The far more important challenge is 

to impart a sense that Catholic Christianity is fundamentally communal, involving all 

of us together as we move forward to the Kingdom, co-responsible and essentially 

interdependent.  It is not primarily an individual personal wellness program for the 

soul.  This vision often puts us at odds both with a culture that is radically 

individualistic (me, me, only me) and with a certain kind of "Christianity" that caters 

to that culture by preaching a radically "Jesus and me, me, only me" kind of 

gospel.  Churches like that are not hard to find and are located within a five-minute 

drive of St. Pascal's.  And they are thriving and growing. That's discouraging for the 

moment, but not cause for despair. 

It is because the gospel--the real one--is True that we don't have to get too disturbed 

about this.  Eventually it will become clear that the world of the solitary soul (me, 

me, and only me--and maybe Jesus?) is a desolate and depressing world, and leads to 

an incredibly unjust and conflictual world.  It's pretty clear that we are already seeing 

the effects of that now.  We should pray that we don't do too much damage to 

ourselves and to one another before we finally recognize that fundamental reality. 

The Millennials have something to teach us, even in what can appear to be their 

religious apathy.  Namely, that we need to be paying attention to the right questions 

in our efforts to share Christ with others, rather than getting stuck in a bygone age 

with passions and disputes that no longer engage or attract.  The alternative will be 

more of the same. 

Fr. Mike Byron 

Ernest B. Mondry 
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School Fundraiser! 

Wednesday, Sept. 27th 
6:00 PM Showtime 

Despicable Me 3  

This movie voucher earns St. Pascal School $2 

of the $3 admission fee to the movie above on 

the date specified only. Thank you and thanks to 

the Plaza Movie Theater! 

Number of  

movie-goers: 

Every 4th Wednesday at the 6:00pm show, Plaza Movie Theater will give 

St. Pascal’s $2.00 of the $3.00 admission for tickets purchased for this 

show. Entry not permitted after 6:20pm. 

If more than 100 tickets are purchased, the school will also receive 

$25.00 in plaza gift card.  NOTE:  The Plaza now accepts credit cards as 

well as cash for admission & concessions.  

Bring your friends!  Ask your neighbors!  Let’s go to the movies!  

This month’s movie is  

Despicable Me 3 on Wednesday,  

Sept. 27th 

The mischievous Minions hope that Gru will return to a life of crime after 
the new boss of the Anti-Villain League fires him. Instead, Gru decides to 
remain retired and travel to Freedonia to meet his long-lost twin brother 

for the first time. The reunited siblings soon find themselves in an 
uneasy alliance to take down the elusive Balthazar Bratt, a former 1980s 

child star who seeks revenge against the world.  
 

Vouchers are not required to attend the movie. 

FAMILY MOVIE NIGHT 
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